ll,lLUK Community lnterest (ompony trd
42 Riverside Way
BRISTOL
BS15 3TP

United Kingdom
January 20th,2015
Paul Turner

President, MSC London

c/o 27 Appach Road
LONDON
SWZ ZLD

Dear Mr. Turner,
We ask MSC London's urgent attention to the following.
MLUK Community Interest Company Ltd ('MLUK") obtained the registered trade mark "Mr
Leather UK" in 201,4,by way of registration to the offtcial registrar, the United Kingdom
Intellectual Property Office ("UKIPO"), under Section 32 of the Trade it4arks Act 1994 ["the

rrLr
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The application for the registered trade mark "Mr Leather UK" ["Registered Trade Mark") was
accepted and the UKIPO published the application in the prescribed manner [Section 40, Trade

Marks Act1,994) and issued MLUK a certificate of registration (Number UKO0003040202),
under class 4l- "Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural
activities."
The date of registration of the registered trade mark "Mr Leather UK" is January 31.t 2014, this
being the day on which on which documents containing everything required by section 32(2) of
the Act were finally supplied by MLUK to the UKIPO.

proprietor [MLUK) under the Trade Marks
Act1994, Section 2[1) and therefore has the rights and remedies provided by the Act.

A registered trade mark is the properry right of the

In Section 1[1J of the Trade Mark, ct, a registered trade mark means any sign capable of being

represented graphically which is;

"...capable ofdistinguishing good or services ofone undertaking from those ofother
undertakings.

A trade mark may, in particular, consist of words (including personal names),
letters, numerals or the shape of goods or their packaging."
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MLUK has, as part of its continued development as a community enterprise and part of its
'business plan', started preparations to organise a "Mr Leather UK2016" titie contest.

It has come to the attention of the ML{JK that MSC London, via social media posts and printed
material, intends to organise and host an event entitled'Mr Leather UK' on Friday lBtr'March
201'6.
We quote a twitter post by the account holder @MSCLondon on Saturday 16th lanuary 2016.
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From the above it follows that MSC London are and will, without doubt, violate MLUK's
exclusive rights to the Registered Trade Mark.
We draw MSC London's attention to Section 9 of the Trade Marks Act1994, namely "Effects of
registered trade mark" and "Rights conferred by registered trade mark":

. "9. - (1) "The proprietor of a registered trade mark has exclusive rights in the trade mark
which are infringed by use of the trade mark in the United Kingdom without his consent."
"9. - (2) References

in

this Act to the infringement of a registered trade mark are to any

such infringement of the rights of the proprietor."

(3) The rights ofthe proprietor have effectfrom the date ofregistration (which in
accordance with section a0p) of the Act is the date of filing of the application for
reg istration):
"9. -

No permission for use of the Registered Trade Mark has been agreed, despite several attempts
in 2015 by MLUK for MSC London to agree to a licencing arrangement for use of "Mr Leather
UK".

Unauthorised use "Mr Leather UK", without consent from the proprietor, MLUK, is an
infringement of a registered trade mark (section 10, Trade Marks Act1.994).
We draw MSC London's attention to Section 10 of the Act:
(1) A person infringes a registered trade mark ifhe uses in the course oftrade a sign
which is identical with the trade mark in relation to goods or services which are identical
with those for which it is registered,"
"10.

-

"10.

-

(2) A person infringes a registered trade mark ifhe uses in the course oftrade a sign

where because-

(a)

the sign is identical with the trade mark and is used in relation to goods or
services similar to those for which the trade mark is registered, or

the sign is similar to the trade mark and is used in relation to goods or services
identical with or similar to those for which the trade mark is registered, there
exists a likelihood of confusion on the part of the public, which includes the
(b

)

likelihood of association with the trade mark."
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"10.

- (3) A person infringes a registered
which-

trade mark

ifhe

uses

in the course oftrade a sign

(a) is identical with or similar to the trade mark"

(b)

"10.

- (4) For

the purposes ofthis section q person uses a sign if, in particular,

he@ (a) affixes it to goods or the packaging thereof;
(d) (b) offers or exposes goods for sale, puts them on the market or stocks them for
those purposes under the sign, or offers or supplies services under the sign;

(e) (c) imports or exports goods under the sign; or

A

@

uses the sign on business papers or in advertising."

Furthermore, MSC London has failed on every occasion to identify MLUK as the proprietor of
the registered trade mark "Mr Leather UK: section 10[6), Trade Marks Act 1,994.
MLUK has shown a high level of tolerance in this matter of MSC London's historic and
continuing infringement of the Registered Trade Mark.

During a telephone conversation on March 18th, MLUK made a verbal offer to MSC London to
come to an agreement whereby MSC London could operate the use the Registered Trade Mark
by way of a licensing arrangement [the first offer).
Accordingly, MLUK wrote to MSC London [March 19th 2015J to confirm details of the
conversation regarding the matter of the use of the Registered Trade Mark, whilst also
providing, for the benefit of the committee and members of MSC London, a 'timeline' of events
illustrating the MLUK's activities in readiness to organise a 'Mr Leather UK' event from January
2013. In addition, MLUK, in order to reassure MSC London of MLUK's intentions, provided a
bullet point list of its position and intent, expressly offering a licensing arrangement [2,d offerJ,
namely;

.
o

The Registered Trade Mark "Mr Leather UK" was awarded to MLUK in January 2014
under the provisions of the Trade Marks Act 1994; and,

in being a Community Interest Company, MLUK regarded the trade mark as an asset and
entered it into the Company's "Asset Lock". The Asset Lock is a requirement of
legislation for Community Interest Companies, In doing so, the asset could not be used
for commercial gain in perpetuity. Neither could any asset be transferred to any other
voluntary, charitable or "non-profit" organisation, unless in the event of the Company
being dissolved; where upon the assets in the lock would be transferred to another
Community Interest Company or equivalent organisation to the satisfaction of the
Community Interest Company Regulator; and
MLUK had secured the Registered Trade Mark in the absolute belief that it should be
protected for community benefit and the 'common good'; and
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MLUK was content for MSC London to organise the Mr Leather UK 2015 title contest and
would not seek to frustrate or disrupt the contest in any way and therefore took a
discreet position whilst discussions continued in private regarding the use of the
Registered Trade Mark; and
MLUK offered MSC London the option to discuss the future use of the Registered Trade
Mark and progress to a licencing arrangement.
MLUK was not in discussions, or intended to be, with any other individual or
organisation or company with regard to the use of the Registered Trade Mark, at the
date of writing; and

in reaching such an agreement MLUK's view was that the integrity and security of the
Registered Trade Mark would be protected as well as the current and future interests of
the MSC London, MLUK itself and the title holder for the duration 20'1,5-20L6; aod

r

in response to speculation, MLUK had no intention to organise a Mr Leather UK title
contest of its own accord in the year 2015; and

e

MLUK held to a view that due to the close proximity of the Mr Leather UK 2 015 title
contest, any private and discreet tall6 reached a satisfactory conclusion swiftly as to
avoid any public speculation, dispute in which it generated uncertainly which would

only damage the reputation of the title; and
MLUK was concerned that the future "Mr Leather UK 2015" should not have cause to
feel that they have become involved in a 'difficult situation' and that the agreement to
licensing arrangement will provide reassurance for said title holder; and

a

The directors of MLUK had decided to maintain a private, discreet position and would
not make any public comment regarding the status of the Registered Trade Mark or in
reference to any discussion current, ongoing or future with MSC London until both
parties have agreed the terms a licensing arrangement,

There being no reply to the letter of March L9th 201,5, further correspondence was sent to
MSC London on April Bth 2015, requesting that matters were settled swiftly via a satisfactory
licensing arrangement [3'a offer), repeating and maintaining MLUK's stated position and

intent.
As no acknowledgment or a response to proceed to a licensing agreement had been
received, and that the title contest "Mr Leather UK 2015" had been held, a third letter fdated
April l4tt ZOLS), was sent to MSC London by MLUK with a fourth offer of a licensing

arrangement of the Registered Trademark to MSC London.
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A response was received by MLUK from MSC London, dated April 1,4rh 20L5.In the letter
MSC London states j "We deemed you had no right to the Trade Mark 'Mr Leather UK'..." and in
doing so refused to recognise MLUK as the proprietor of the Registered Trade Mark and

declined the offer of a licensing arrangement for the use of "Mr Leather UK".
MLUK has kept to its word and has showed discipline in adhering to the each of the points
outlined in its letter of March L9th,2015, and subsequent correspondence, explaining its

position and intent.
As a further intended infringement of the Registered Trade Mark by MSC London has been

detected, and all efforts to reach an agreement ofthe licenced use ofthe Registered Trade
Mark have been rebuffed, MSC London should now consider the position on MLUK as
outlined in its correspondence of Z0l5 as now null and void.
Thus, MSC London have acted, and indicates its intention to further act, against the interests
of MLUK and its continued development as a community enterprise organisation.

MIUK therefore, requires and to extentnecessary, demand that MSC London confirm
in writing delivered to MLUK via a verified and tracked postal method, to the
registered address of the company (atthe foot of this letter), within five (5) working
days of the date of this letter or by no later than 5pm of Wednesday 27th lanuary
2W., that MSC London will:

1.

to cease and rlesist with immediate effect the r"rse of the registered trade marl< "I'4r
Leather UK" on receipt ofthis letter; and
not to organise, or allow to be organised within its jurisdiction, any event using the
registered trade mark "Mr Leather UK"; and

2.

not to be associated with, or by way of help assist, advertise, promote, contribute
financially or by way of voluntary labour or gifts or by donation financial or
otherwise, any future event using the Registered Trade Mark "Mr [,eather UK" by
any other party unless expressly given written permission by the proprietor of the
Registered Trade Mark, MLUK; and
4.

immediately refrain from using the registered trade mark "Mr Leather UK" for any
planned associated event and activity of the planned event of March lBtrr 2016; and
remove all and any mentions using the registered trade mark "Mr Leather UK" in all
social media posts on all social media accounts maintained by MSC London; and

6.
7

.

remove any mention of the registered trade mark "Mr Leather UK" from
London's web site; and

MSC

refrain immediately from the use of the registered trademark "Mr Leather UK" in
any and all future electronic and printed communications, social media posts, the
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j.

sharing of electronic and printed publicity and advertising, without the express and
precise written permission from MLUK, unless MSC London attributes the
proprietor [MLUK) of its,exclusive rights to the use of the Registered Trademark
under section 10 (6J of the Act: for example " Mr Leather UK is a registered trade mark
of MLUK Community Interest Company"; and

B.

not to use the registered trade mark "Mr Leather UK" on a sash for the winner of any
future 'Mr Leather' title contest that MSC London organises in the course of its
activities; and

g.

not to use, or seek to use, a title or mark, any terminology in the English language
and any other language which would cause there to exist a likelihood of confusion on
the part of the public which includes the likelihood of association with the trade
mark which is synonymous to, which is and can be used to describe or make
reference to, or that is closely associated with or suggestive of "United Kingdom",
"Great Britain", "Britain", "British", "UK", "GB", in connection to, or making reference
to any future 'Mr Leather'title contest or any future other event that MSC London
organises in the course of its activities; anri

10. not to use, or seek to use, a title or marlq any terminology in the English language
and any other language which would cause there to exist a likelihood of confusion on
the part of the public in an international context, which includes the likelihood of
association with the trade mark which is synonymous to, which is and can be used to

describe or make reference to, or that is closel5r associated v,zith or suggesti'"'c of, is
and can be used interchangeably with "united Kingdom", "Great Britain", "Britain",
"British", "English", "UK", "G8", of the term "England" and "English", in connection
to, or making reference to any future 'Mr Leather' title contest or any future other
event that MSC London organises in the course of its activitres; and
11. not to mention, or be the cause to mention, in the public realm, in word, deed or in
communication, electronic or otherwise, this matter of the infringement of the
Registered Trade Mark.

12. notify within ten [10) days of the date of this letter or by no later than 5pm on
Wednesday 3.d February 20L6, all media organisations with whom MSC London has
any contact with about the intent to hold and organise a "Mr Leather UK" title
contest, that MSC London has now reconsidered and will not proceed with the event
and any connected or associated event, without making reference to the issue of
infringement of the Registered Trade Mark; and,
13. notify within ten [10) days of the date of this letter or by no later than 5pm on

Wednesday 3.a February 201-6, all other buslneSses, commercial, non-profit,
voluntary, non-profit organisations with whom MSC London has any contact with
about the organisation of, the intent to hold and organise a "Mr Leather UK" title
contest and any connected or associated event, that MSC London has now
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reconsidered and will not proceed with the event, without making reference to the
issue of infringement of the Registered Trade Mark; and,
14. notiflz within ten [10) days of the date of this letter or by no later than 5pm on
Wednesday 3.,1 February 2016, any individual person whom MSC London has any
"Mr Leather
contact with about the organisation of, the intent to hold and organise a
UK" title contest and any connected or associated event, that MSC London has now
reconsidered and will not proceed with the event, without making reference to the
issue of infringement of the Registered Trade Mark; and
15. that MSC London

will simultaneously send to MLUK within ten (10) days of the date

of this letter or by no later than Spm on Wednesday 3ra February 201,6, a complete

list of media organisations; businesses; commercial, non-profit, voluntary and nonprofit organisations and individual persons with whom MSC London has had contact
regarding the intended "Mr Leather UK" title contest and any connected or
associated event, and evidence that all concerned have been contacted advising that
the MSC London has now reconsidered and will not proceed with the event, without
making reference to the issue of infringement of the Registered Trade Mark; and

Failure to agree to cease and desist and failure to fully and timely to comply with the above
demands, will force MLUK to have cause, in order to protect its continued and future
to
development, to consider options available to it as proprietor of the Registered Trade Mark;
Marks
seek relief as an infringed party and to claim resredy under the pr:nvisions of the Trade

Act1994.
Apart from the undeniable, legislative provisions under the Act, and the exclusive rights of a
proprietor to their registered trade mark/s, MLUK deeply regret that matters have come to a
head in the form ofthis cease and desist letter.
For the record, MLUK is deeply disappointed and genuinely saddened that despite four
occasions in which an offer to proceed to a licencing arrangement for the use of the Registered
Trade Mark, which would simply and immediately provide resolution, has come to nothing.
MLUK would be extremely reluctant to escalate matters beyond this stage and the company

sincerely trusts that this matter will now be resolved'

Yours sincerely,

Philip M

berg

On behalf of the Directors

MLUK Community Interest Company Ltd
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